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Phase I
research & ANALYSIS



What is fair trade?

MZ is a fair trade textiles company from Oaxaca, 
Mexico. They sell bags of all kinds, backpack, 
rugs, and pillows that are handmade by local 
artisans.

Fair Trade is a diverse network of producers, 
companies, shoppers, advocates, and 
organizations putting people and planet first. They 
believe that everyone wants to do what's right for 
their families, fellow global citizens, and the planet. 
Based on the simple idea that the products we 
buy and sell are connected to the livelihoods of 
others, Fair Trade is a way to make a conscious 
choice for a better world. A choice for Fair Trade 
Certified goods is a choice to support responsible 
companies, empower farmers, workers, and 
fishermen, and protect the environment. In 
other words, it's a world-changing way of doing 
business.

Who is MZ?CLIENT PROFILE 



MZ creates textiles with Earth-inspired tribal designs. 
Designers work closely with the weavers to incorporate 
traditional handwoven tribal designs with modern styles, the 
results of which are beautiful, expertly crafted and unique 
bags.

Company Branding

company history How it all started
Shelley Tennyson, the founder of MZ, was volunteering in 
Oaxaca, Mexico at a non-profit organization in 2009. While 
offering business classes to female loan recipients, who were 
also weavers, she came to the realization that these women 
can create beautiful products but have no ability to support 
themselves as artists. 

Three years later, Shelley created MZ under the pledge 
and belief that business has the power to positively change 
peoples lives. Shelley's idea flowered into a business that 
allows for women, who have never left the state, to create 
Zapotec bags on a global scale. This idea has now grown into 
a fair trade fashion brand that is ran by 5 women in the United 
States that aids and supports over 50 weavers and families in 
Oaxaca. 



The Artisans
MZ works with a group of artisans who design their products 

and lead other weavers in the execution of their designs. 
While the MZ network of weavers can be as large as 80 during 

high production times, these are the artisans who lead the 
creative process and manage production. 

Malena + Hugo Maria Luisa + Jose Luis Antonia + Tomas



Josefina + PacoIsabel + Vicki Ludivina + Faustino



Zapotec diamond
The four points of the diamond represent 
the four elements of earth, air, water 
and fire. The symmetry of the diamond 
also represents a pyramid mirrored 
horizontally; signifying that reality we see 
is a mirror, which reflects what lies within 
us.

Zapotec designs

Lightning :
This design is inspired of the zapoteca 
god, Cocijo, who is the god of lightning 
and rain.

Agave:
The agave plant is not only natural 
to the area but is also has a sweet 
nectar that is often enjoyed in a 
variety of differnt ways ranging from 
skin care to sweetener to alcohol. 
The shape of the large spiky plant 
is stylized in its woven form, with a 
central point representing the agave 
flower.

Mitla:
This geometric spiral represents the life 
cycle, according to the Zapotec world 
view. Each side represents a stage 
of life, beginning at birth, then youth, 
maturity and then decay.

Arrow:
The arrow is important to zapoteca 
culture, as well as other cultures, for its 
use in hunting and defense.

butterfly:
This pattern represents the anatomy of 
the butterfly including the wings, body, 
and antennae. There is some evidence 
that the zapotec worshiped a butterfly 
god.



Chihuahua is bounded to the north and northeast by the 
United States. Chihuahua is Mexico’s largest state, and 
It’s capital is the city of Chihuahua. In precolonial times, 
Chihuahua was inhabited by nomadic and semi-nomadic 
indigenous peoples. The Spanish established silver mines 
in the region, and Chihuahua became a center for trading. 
Native influence in the state is now slim, most of those 
populations having been assimilated or displaced; however, 
isolated communities of Tarahumara survive in the sierra.

The vast Chihuahuan Desert dominates the northeastern 
half of the state.The Copper Canyon, in the western part of 
the state, reaches depths of 4,600 feet in places. Chihuahua 
is one of Mexico’s leading producers of iron, lead, zinc, 
gold, silver, copper, and other minerals. Cotton and beans 
are the main crops, and apples and nuts are also significant 
products. Forestry and livestock raising are economically 
important in the mountainous districts of the west. The city 
of Chihuahua is a transportation hub with air, highway, 
and railway links to central Mexico and the United States. 
It is also where one of the smallest canine breeds, the 
Chihuahua, originated.

about chihuahua



Tarahumara
The Tarahumara live in the Sierra Tarahumara 
in northwestern Mexico. They call themselves 
Raramuri which translates to “runners” in their native 
language. Tarahumara was what the first Spanish 
settlers called these native American people. 

After mineral wealth was discovered in the 
mountains, many areas where Tarahumara Indians 
lived became desirable lands which forced them to 
head into remote canyons. Today they live in caves, 
under cliffs, and in small wood and stone cabins in 
remote areas. 

They are known as quiet and considerate people 
who are expert farmers and runners. Corn and 
beans are the main food staples of their diet. They 
also farm potatoes and apples. They raise goats 
and cattle and also incorporate fish into their diet. 

Traditional clothing consist of colorful prints with 
woven wrap around belts and accessories. Sandals 
are their primary footwear. They are skilled artisans 
that craft woven belts and accessories, pottery, and 
woven baskets. 



Architecture in Chihuahua

The vernacular architecture of Chihuahua, 
Mexico is characterized by its response 
to culture, local climate and available 
materials. These structures consist of walls 
made from heavy adobe or local stone 
construction with dirt floors. Caves are also  
occupied as dwellings. 

Multiple buildings throughout the city, 
including the cathedral, are the first 
examples of colonial architecture in 
Mexico.



Common native Plants in Chihuahua

Soaptree Yucca Prickly Pear Cactus Century Plant barrel cactus 

Although the desert may seem an empty wasteland at first glance, a closer look 
will quickly dispel that illusion, as many things grow in the desert soil. The state 

of Chihuahua has more flora than any other Mexican state. The form and color of 
these plants will be incorporated throughout the design.

Leucophyllum 
langmaniae



minerals in Chihuahua

Iron silver zincgold

Chihuahua is one of Mexico’s leading producers of iron, lead, zinc, gold, silver, 
copper, and other minerals. This mineral wealth was discovered by the Spanish 

which resulted in pushing the Tarahumara people into remote areas. Like the 
plants of Chihuahua, these minerals will be incorporated throughout the design.

copper



Site Analysis

Located in northwestern 
Mexico, Chihuahua has a semi-
arid climate or steppe climate 
with a wide daily temperature 
range.

Geographic Location:
Chihuahua, Mexico

Pm

Noon
N Winter

Summer

Sun path analysis
The building fenestrations are on 
all sides of the building. The East, 
west, and south sides of the building 
will receive the most light and heat 
throughout the day. 

Circulation
Main points of circulation near the site 
are from the adjacent parking garage 
and the surrounding roads.

Site Views
Has Panorama views of 
the Chihuahua skyline and 
Mountains.

am



building ANALYSIS
Av Valle Escondido 5700, Complejo 

Industrial el Saucito, 31125 Chihuahua, 
Chih., Mexico

The MZ project is located on the 5th floor of a 
newly constructed building on the west side of 
Chihuahua. The current occupants of the building 
are Copachisa, KPMG, and DTI technologies.

Copachisa is a Mexican general contractor 
of design and construction. KPMG is a global 
network of firms which provide audit, tax, and 
advisory services to the market. DTI technologies 
develops projects of engineering, construction and 
maintenance. 

The 7,300 square foot space has no existing 
partition walls with the exception of the building 
core and emergency egress. 

Total occupancy for this space is 29.



Building analysis

Existing Materiality and patterns:
This building is constructed of concrete masonry units with 
stucco coating the exterior. The windows are located in an 
irregular pattern. They vary in size and width throughout the 
building.

Human Scale
scale 1/8”= 1' 0”

12' 4”

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM & grid organization

fenestrations, Entry/exit, and vertical circulation,

elevator

Main entry

exit fire exit 



User JournEy 

North Facade





Phase II
ConcepT DEVELOPMENT & SCHEMATIC Design



logo redesign 

The original logo represents the culture of the Zapotec people. 
Due to expansion, a new headquarters will be located in 
Chihuahua, Mexico. Artisans from the area, the Tarahumara, will 
be joining the team to create new products. A redesign of the 
logo is essential to incorporate and represent the culture of the 
Tarahumara while still retaining its Zapotec origin.

ORIGINAL  LOGO NEW LOGO



CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

ARCHITECTURE:
RAMMED EARTH

ETHOS;
A DAY AT HOME WITH FAMILY

MUSE:
ANDY WARHOL



concept
The stratification of sedimentary rock found in the Chihuahuan desert exhibit multiple relationships 
that direct the design for this workplace. Focusing on the concept of layers reinforces the boldness, 
familiarity, and warmth of the space. The organic form of the landscape and the variation of color used 
in the artisan’s textiles relate to the naturalistic materials that are articulated throughout the interior. 



Program

Who is using the space?
• Owner
• Manager
• Employees
• Artisans
• Buyers 
• Janitorial Staff

What do they need?
• Lobby/ reception
• Showroom
• Artisan workspace
• Design space
• Collaboration space
• Digital design work stations
• Marketing
• Semi-private workspace
• Lounge
• Private offices 
• Owner/ manager office
• Shipping and receiving
• Storage
• Textile lab/ display 
• Secure storage for employees
• Conference room 
• Break room
• File, copy, print room
• IT



adjacency 
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SCHEMATIC DESIGN

SCALE: 1/8” = 1' 0”
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SCHEMATIC RCP

SCALE: 1/8” = 1' 0” 
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PROCESS PerspectiveS





Phase III
FINAL DESIGN



FINAL FURNITURE PLAN

SCALE: 1/8” = 1' 0”
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FINAL REFLECTED CEILING PLAN

SCALE: 1/8” = 1' 0”
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RENDERED FLOOR PLAN

SCALE: 1/8” = 1' 0”
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tag image name finish quantity manufacturer location

finishes

wd-01 white oak wood floor unfinished 0 lumber liquidators Reception, lounge, 
workspace 1, workspace 2, 
breakroom

wd-02 white oak veneer arches unfinished 0 by gc Reception, showroom, 
designer/artisan 
workspace

wd-03 white oak shelf unfinished 0 by gc designer/artisan 
workspace

t-01 concrete tile unfinished 0 riad tile showroom

t-03 antique hexigon 
terracotta tile

unfinished 0 raid tile restrooms

cp-01 copper inlay copper 0 constantine's wood 
center

see drawings

cp-02 mz rug inlay n/a 0 mz designer/artisan 
workspace

cp-03 mz rug inlay n/a 0 mz digital design space



tag image name finish quantity manufacturer location

finishes

rew-01 rammed earth wall n/a 0 rammed earth works reception, kitchen

wp-01 cactus wall paper n/a 0 by gc lounge

pt-01 wHITE EGGSHELL 0 pantone RECEPTION, designer/artisan 
workspace, showroom, 
DIGITAL DESIGN SPACE, KITCHEN, 
LOUNGE, RESTROOMS

pt-02 ORANGE EGGSHELL 0 pantone OFFICE 1

pt-03 PINK EGGSHELL 0 pantone WORKSPACE 1

pt-04 PURPLE EGGSHELL 0 pantone SMALL CONFERENCE/
COLLABORATION SPACE

pt-05 BLUE EGGSHELL 0 pantone WORKSPACE 2, KITCHEN

pt-06 GREEN EGGSHELL 0 pantone OFFICE 2



tag image name finish quantity manufacturer location

furniture

fn-01 saarinen side table- 16” 
round

base- white
top- calacatta marble, 
satin finish 

8 knoll Reception, lounge, 
workspace 1, workspace 2, 
breakroom

fn-02 engege mid-century 
modern sofa

Tarahumara blue 
upholstery

2 modway Reception, BREAKROOM

fn-03 engege mid-century 
modern arm chair

DARK BLUE UPHOLSTERY 4 modway reception, BREAKROOM

fn-04 saarinen coffee table- 42” base- white
top- calacatta marble, 
satin finish 

4 knoll Reception, lounge, 
workspace 1, workspace 2, 
breakroom

fn-05 ottoman leather- brown 12 hightower Reception, showroom, 
lounge, workspace 1, 
workspace 2, breakroom

fn-06 n/a custom showroom couch tarahumara blue 
upholstery

1 n/a showroom

fn-07 alvar aalto stool e60 top- white
legs- white oak

16 artek designer/artisan 
workspace, kitchen

fn-08 workstation table top- white
legs- white oak

2 artek digital design space



tag image name finish quantity manufacturer location

furniture

fn-09 loom wood 3 pacific wool and fiber designer/artisan 
workspace

fn-10 COALEASE LOX CHAIR BASE- WHITE
CUSHION- WHITE

6 STEELCASE DIGITAL DESIGN SPACE

fn-11 UNIVERSAL SYSTEM 
WORKSURFACE

WHITE 6 STEELCASE dIGITAL DESIGN space

fn-12 Saarinen Dining Table - 78” 
Oval

base- white
top- calacatta marble, 
satin finish 

1 KNOLL showroom

fn-13 BOB COUCH LIGHT PINK UPHOLSTERY 1 BLASTATION LOUNGE

fn-14 BOB OTTOMAN LILAC OTTOMAN 2 BLASTATION SHOWROOM

fn-15 saarinen table- 47” round base- white
top- calacatta marble, 
satin finish 

4 KNOLL KITCHEN, OFFICE 1, OFFICE 2

fn-16 EAMES CHAIR WOOD
LEATHER- BLACIK

1 HERMAN MILLER BREAKROOM



tag image name finish quantity manufacturer location

furniture

fn-17 ENGAGE MID-CENTURY MODERN 
SOFA

DARK PINK UPHOLSTERY 1 MODWAY workspace 1

fn-18 engege mid-century 
modern sofa

DARK blue upholstery 1 modway WORKSPACE 2

fn-19 WRAPP CHAIR DARK GREEN UPHOLSTERY 3 steelcase office 2

fn-20 WRAPP CHAIR DARK PURPLE UPHOLSTERY 6 steelcase small conference

fn-21 WRAPP CHAIR DARK ORANGE UPHOLSTERY 3 steelcase office 1

fn-22 WRAPP CHAIR DARK blue upholstery 1 steelcase large conference, kitchen

COPPER PLANTER COPPER 4 WEST ELM RECEPTION, SHOWROOM, SMALL 
CONFERENCE ROOM



tag image name finish quantity manufacturer location

LIGHTING

LT-01 RECESSED LIGHT ALUMINUM- WHITE PROLIGHTING SEE DRAWINGS 

LT-02 CLUSTER SPHERE PENDENT (9) COPPER 1 PURELUME RECEPTION 

LT-03 SPHERE PENDENT (3) COPPER 2 PURELUME DESIGNER/ARTISAN WORKSPACE

LT-04 Saarinen Dining Table - 78” 
Oval

COPPER 3 RICH BRILLIANT WILLING DIGITAL DESIGN SPACE

LT-05 small sphere pendent COPPER 2 PURELUME RESTROOMS

LT-06 WINK PENDENT COPPER
PINK TEXTILE

1 houtique LOUNGE

LT-07 ellis light copper
WHITE LEATHER

1 katy skelton KITCHEN


